
 

      
      
      
      
      

Atex continuity tester + charging cradle 
 

 

  

Product codes:  

Reference:
PC691-00005
EAN13: -
UPC: -  

  

Product attributes:  

  

Product description:  

The Aljac Continuity Tester (ACT) is a foolproof Go/No Go device which can be used by non-skilled

personnel, and it is controlled by a microprocessor which offers significant operational advantages. It self

checks calibration and available battery power and only then allows the test to proceed. The ACT uses a

single dual colour light emitting diode (LED) to indicate the condition of the bonding system under test,

which makes the results very simple to interpret. The default set point is 25 Ohms which is in accordance

with the JIG Guidelines for aviation fuel systems, but alternative set points can be specified at the time of

order placement. In addition, throughout the test, a two figure digital display tells the operator the actual

system resistance (in Ohms).

The ACT housing is ergonomically designed to be comfortably held in the hand and is moulded from

impact resistant Polyamide, so it is lightweight, robust, and is highly portable. The ACT incorporates a

sealed, non rechargeable, high capacity battery which gives it an extended operational life, but the

battery life is further enhanced by a number of power saving features. The ACT does not have a constant

power usage, it checks the resistance 200 times per second. Also, the microprocessor automatically

switches off the ACT after a time out period at any stage of the operation, even if the clips are left
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connected or touching at the end of the test.

The ACT can be supplied with a calibration certificate if required, but in any event it self checks

calibration before every test. The ACT incorporates a current limitation feature and is safe for use in

hazardous areas, unlike many other devices which are currently in use. We can provide a Stowage

Bracket which can be used to neatly stow the ACT when not in use, or can hold the ACT securely during

testing.
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